
Dell Self Test Error Code 0142
So I got the following error: Error code: 2000-0142. Validation: 75192. Msg: Hard drive 0 - S/N
S0V5YG8T, Short self test unsuccessful. Technical support will. im having the error code 2000-
0142 on my laptop. Dell support article tagged with: hdd, hard drive issue, hard drive diags, hdd
diag, diagnostics. This.

Hard Drive fails with an error during Dell Diagnostics,
Error Codes and Meanings, ePSA 2000-0142, Hard Drive
(d) - S/N (s), self test unsuccessful. Status = (x).
_del datetime Error code 0146 and 0142 status 79 also i get Status – i need help i have a dell
inspiron 1564 i just brought it about 5 months ago brand. Dell support article tagged with:
Diagnostics, PSA, PSA+, ePSA, Error Codes, Error, Hardware, Video to start PSA. This is an
article from the official Dell Support. Dell Inspiron 3540 :: Diagnostics EPSA Test / Error Code
2000-0142. Dec 20, 2014. I ran a diagnostics ePSA test on my Dell Inspiron 3540. It gave me the
error.
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My laptop does not start up in windows. I have an error code 2000-0142 on my dell studio 1555
when I run diagnostics. Is this a hard drive issue and if so, do I. Community Error Code 0142
Status 79 Dell Desktop - Wordpress.com Hard drive fails with an error during dell diagnostics,
error codes. meanings. Dell support article tagged with: Diagnóstico, PSA, PSA+, ePSA, Códigos
de erro, Erro, Hardware, Vídeo para iniciar o PSA. This is an article from the official. Hi, my dell
laptop is not booting and I dont know if the problem is in the hard drive or the system software so
how do I know? get you to a menu with an option for Diagnostics run that and see if anything
comes up. m "Error code 200-0142 In this Tutorial I will explain how to use the diagnostics utility
that is built into dell hard drives that I will also give you a list of error codes and links to fixes.
1000-0141, 2000-0141, 1000-0142, 2000-0142, 1000-0143, 2000-0143, 1000-0144.

one of hardware found fault with error code 2000 0142 and
validation 51080. i hope HDD is in bad condition Dell error
code 2000 0142 means Hard Drive failure. If not, you can
boot the computer and press F12 and do the Diagnostics.
I ran a diagnostics ePSA test on my Dell Inspiron 3540. It gave me the error detailed as: Error

http://www1.alternativesearch.ru/goto.php?q=Dell Self Test Error Code 0142


Code: 2000-0142. Validation: 79886. Message: HD 0 s/n - xxxxxx. Dell Inspiron 1545 :: Windows
7 Laptop Shows Error Code 0142. Nov 12, 2014 Dell Inspiron 3540 :: Diagnostics EPSA Test /
Error Code 2000-0142. Dec 20. Manuals and user guide free PDF downloads for Dell Inspiron
410. System Won't Boot, Hard Drive Problem, Error Code 20000-0142 'hard Drive 0 - Sel self
test unsuccessful, ZINO machine with Windows 7, when loading windows, system. Recently, my
Dell Inspiron 1545 laptop is making a high pitched buzzing sound. ran the diagnostics again at
boot up, but as I expected the Error Code 0142. Hey, I got a problem with my dell vostro laptop
with windows 8 OS. The error code 2000-0142 resulting from running the Dell Diagnostics tests
indicates. ERROR 0142. MSG: Error Code 2000-0142. MSG: Hard Drive 0 - self test
unsuccessful. Status: 49. The given error code and message can be used by Dell. likely. Vostro
3450 PSA "Error code 2000-0142", Diagnostics "Error code 4C00: 0522" Dell Latitude E6400 -
PSA Diagnostic Version 4116 code 2000:8003.

*Pre-Boot System Assessment (PSA)Diagnostics And Error Codes For Dell Código PSA+ 2000-
0141 PSA 1000-0142 PSA+ 2000-0142 PSA 1000-0143 PSA+. Hard drive DST short test fail
error code 0142 msg: error code 2000-0142 msg:unit 0: drive self test failed status byte=79 My
computer did boot up to the desktop. According to the Dell error code list, the 0142 is "Drive Self
Test Failed" and the 0146 is just the log has previous errors. In most cases (all that I've seen).

From there I checked diagnostics where I got the Error code 2000-0142. If I am, which kind, and
if I have an account with dell, will I be able to reinstall Windows. Degradation - posted in Internal
Hardware: I have a Dell Inspiron 1545 with a error code 0142 MSG: error code 2000-0142 Self
test unsuccessful for HDD. Under the Error-Checking section of the window, click the Check
Now button. If you have User And here for Dell Diagnostics. Msg: Error Code 2000-0142. Q: My
Dell 15r 3521 Dell Hardware Daignostics Says Error Code 2000-0142. Dell inspiron N5110 wont
boot, when i performed a self test this error appears:. I ran the diagnostic test and got Error Code
2000-0142 for the hard drive test. I was thinking of buying a new fan and installing it my self. I
have a Dell Latitude E7450 laptop with a E-Port Plus II port replicator connected to two external.

Dell Inspiron 15R :: Hard Drive Failure - Error Code 2000-0142. Dec 20, 2014. msg hard drive 0-
S/N WXN1E53EN501 Short self test unsuccessful. Tried other. Ok it starts up and the compaq
screen comes up fine, then windows is loading files then it says some. I ran diagnostics and it said
there was a problem with the hard drive. The error code was 2000-0142. I have had 4 hard drives
crash on this computer and this.
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